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Application

Component

The Basics

Application:
- A logical grouping of deployables
- Functions as a single unit
- Self-contained definitions of automation, target 

environments, etc.

Component:
- Files or configuration to be deployed
- Steps to deploy them
- Generally mapped to something in an external 

system

Component 
Template

Component Template:
- Reusable steps generally for a particular 

technology stack
- Components can be based on and inherit steps
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The  What 

Version:
- Contains the actual deployment artifacts
- Might be produced by an automated build

(one component version per build)
- Or stored in external version control system
- Both  full  (e.g. Web App .WAR) and  incremental  

(e.g. database script) types are supported

Snapshot:
- Groups component versions and configuration 

versioning into one entity
- 0+ versions for each component in the application
- Guarantees repeatability, reduces user error
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The  Where  (1/2)

Agent:
- Represents the DA agent software running on a server
- Installed on each server on which commands must be executed
- Runs plugin steps (scripts to perform various actions)

Resource:
- Translates between agents (actual execution) and logical 

deployment targets for DA
- Can point to another resource, agent, or pool, but it must be 

able to resolve to an agent somehow
- Best place to put target-specific configuration

Resource Group:
- A simple group of resources
- Any actions targeting this group will just target all group members
- Can contain other groups (it s a hierarchy)

Agent Pool:
- Represents a set of agents which can be used for some automated 

action
- Randomly resolves to one of the member agents on demand
- Rarely used
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The  Where  (2/2)

Application Environment:
- - Combines resources into a single logical deployment target
- - Specifies 0+ resources or groups for each component
- - Good place for environment configuration (database URL, etc)

Global Environment:
- Combines all resources for a specific  stage  in the environment 

lifecycle, e.g. Test, Production for multiple applications
- Specifies 0+ resources or groups
- Visualises cross application deployments at specific  stage 
- Good place for default global environment security
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The  How  (1/2)

Plugin:
- Provides parameterized steps to perform automation
- Run native system commands, integrate with app servers, etc
- Provided by Micro Focus or custom-built

Component Process:
- Composes individual plugin steps to define an automated 

process for a component
- Various types: Deployment, Configuration, Operational
-  Deployment  type is mapped to a version to deploy

Application Process:
- Orchestrates the execution of multiple component processes
- Captures  inventory  of what has been deployed
- Allows definition of automated  rollback  process
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The  How  (2/2)

Pipeline:
- Automates deployment promotion through a sequence of pre-

defined environment stages
- Can be automatic and enforced

Deployment Package:
- Cross application orchestration
- Can be mapped to a pipeline or defined ad-hoc
- Visualizes end-to-end process execution

Deployment
Package
Process

Deployment Package Process:
- Orchestrates the execution of multiple application and/or 

component processes
- Captures  inventory  of what has been deployed in the context 

of the Deployment Package
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The Big Picture
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Property Model

Property:
- Value to be requested, mapped and stored at all levels of the data model
- Property  types  include: Text, Multi-line, Select, Checkbox, Secure
- Secure properties stored using  PBEWithMD4AndDES algorithm
- Security model (see next) used to determine who can create/edit/view 

properties at different levels

Component Environment Property:
- Can be defined on each component and mapped 

into specific values per environment

Application 
Environment

Component 
Environment

Property
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Property Value

Agent Property:
- Can be defined on each Agent
- Number of properties automatically  collected , 

e.g. hostname, OS type etc

Resource Property:
- Can be defined on each Resource

Component Version  Property:
- Can be defined on each component and set per 

version

Global Environment Property:
- Can be defined on each Global Environment and 

inherited by each instance of Application 
Environment

Request Property:
- User is prompted to enter or select values for the process execution
- Available at all levels where process is designed, e.g. Component, 

Application, Deployment Package

System Property:
- Can be defined at the  global  System level



Security Model

Action:
- Some privilege to be secured
- e.g. Execute Process, Manage Server Configuration, etc

Role:
- A simple grouping of actions
- No users/groups belong directly

User / Group

Resource Mapping

Role

Action

Users/Groups:
- Can come from LDAP, SSO, internal realm

Resource:
- Any object which can be managed in security
- Could be any type – environment, component, process, 

agent, system resource, etc.
- Roles/Group mapping can be initially defined at the Global 

Environment level and inherited by each Application 
Environment
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